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Inderjeet Singh                                                                                                                 M.no = +91 9805830706                                                                                     HEADER1.Need to fix header first in home and all other pages it should be in center.2.Login and search bar widget needed to be center from vertical or horizontal.3.Input fields and buttons needed some designing work like border radius, hover, placeholder etc so its looks good.4.Ask a question, Browse questions and FAQ :-a) This things we can put to the right side of the header only using icon no text we can show text on hover by tooltip if its necessary not looking good as it is right now.orb) We can put this links in footer only login and search bar will looks good in header.                                                                                                Footer1. It needed background color like dark gray or blue (#dbdbdb, #18232c)2.Footer links needed designing work like hover, radius etc.3.Two lines below the links needed to be in center.                                                                                                           HOME1.Whole content on home page and all other pages needed to be in center right now its all in right side.2.How it works from Student? This all thing is just a image we can create that in html and put on the top of (Recently Posted Questions.) and started point from right to left right now its going top to bottom so page looks good.3.Recently Posted Questions. Also needed to redesign text color etc and responsive .4.Sidebar – there is also heading is in images it should be in text.5.If client can provide some images then we can use a slider below the header right now page is looking to small and empty empty.Contact, FAQ and OTHER pages1.We can use a small banner image below the header and can show page name in that it will looks good as I done there https://indyjohn.com/investor-outreach2.Contact us form needed redesigning same border-radius and height width problem.3.Faq accordion needed css work like bootstrap accordion.4.Content on all pages needed to be in center needed a proper heading on the page as I say we can show that in small banner image.                                                                                       For whole site1.Its needed to be responsive we can convert it into bootstrap layout so its easy to fix other things like input fields , accordion, tables etc.2.For whole site I needed maximum 8 to 12 hours if we used bootstrap but if needed to fix its custom code then it will be 10 to 15 hours. So its cost will be 100 to 150$ and will take maximum 1 to 2 days.You have me skype and upwork address but you can contact me by this email addresses inderjeetrajan@gmail.com, inderjeetsrajan@gmail.com or also can direct call me or whatsApp me on this no.  +91 9805830706Thanks Inderjeet Singh




